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Abstract

Group label work (ex. KJ method) has been performed using papers such as sticky notes and a large paper sheet. However, using sticky notes has a drawback in terms of editing, managing and storage of working outcomes, and it is also difficult to digitize. Similar softwares and tools that help group label work have been proposed, but most of the tools depend on the specific platforms/operating systems. Therefore, we have developed a collaborative group label work system based on standard web technologies. By adopting the standard web technologies, the system works on multiple heterogeneous devices including PCs, tablets, and smart phones as a web application. In this paper, we describe the design and implementation of the method. We also compared the proposed method and the system with conventional paper-based group label work in terms of creativity and efficiency.
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1 Introduction

The KJ method[1] is an idea generation method devised by Jiro Kawakita. The KJ method has been widely used alongside brainstorming. The purpose of the KJ method is to find new ideas and perspectives from combining a plurality of information such as ideas, thoughts, and data. We explain the procedure of the KJ method as follows. First, participants generate ideas based on a given theme through brainstorming, and write down the ideas on paper labels. During the brainstorming, the participants are expected not to criticize other’s opinion. Rather than criticism, the participants are expected to externalize their ideas aggressively. After the participants generated the ideas, they move to an idea organizing phase. In the idea organizing phase, the participants browse the collected ideas and find similar contents from the idea labels by their intuition. The similar ideas are gathered into a group. The group (sometimes, it is called as “island”) is also labeled by appropriate title by the participants. By repeating the idea organizing phases, the participants can construct a structure of an affinity diagram.

After constructing the structure, the participants expand the structure of the grouped label, and organize an affinity diagram. The process of making an affinity diagram is also
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called “type-A illustration.” The affinity diagram can represent the interrelationships between groups (islands) and inner labels by their location and distance. Finally, the participants write out the summary of the affinity diagram by considering the association of the groups. The process is also called “type-B narrative.”

In the KJ method, participants generally use a large paper for a base sheet and sticky notes for labels. The paper and sticky notes are intuitive and efficient for collaborative group work. However, when it comes to re-writing and modifying the content such as label and group title, the paper-based interface is not efficient. Also, in terms of the stability and preservation of the affinity diagrams, the paper-based interface is not suitable. Because the sticky notes tend to peel off. Capturing the whole affinity diagrams could be possible by taking photos, but the captured image is not suitable for re-editing. Miura et al. [2] proposed a digitizing method by using digital pen. This approach can solve both the stability and preservation issues. However, the participants have to perform additional operations to make digitized version of affinity diagrams.

In recent years, the spread of Internet accessible mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets, users can easily publicize and share their opinions and thoughts from any place at any time. Especially a tablet usually have large-sized display. Even though each display size of the tablet is not so large for performing KJ method, it is possible to organize pseudo large display environment if multiple tablets are arranged.

2 Purpose

In this paper, we propose a collaborative group label work system by adopting multiple tablets. By combining multiple tablets, the participants can obtain wider area of the shared workspace.

Many researches and systems have been performed to form a large-scale interactive tabletop display. There researches can be categorized into two groups. One is develop-ing a special hardware to enable an interactive surface, including multi-touch and user-identification[3, 4]. The other is to form a large-scale interactive surface by adopting conventional projectors and/or LCD panels, with attaching additional sensors and cameras for realizing interactive operations[5, 6]. Our approach is similar to the later group. But by adopting the standard web technologies, the proposed method is applicable for casual and ad-hoc collaboration since no special sensors and devices are necessary. The participants can prepare the shared workspace by bringing their own devices. The standard web tech-nology enables heterogeneous tablet devices to form the joined large shared workspace virtually.

3 Method

In this paper, we propose a collaborative group label work system with multiple heterogeneous tablets by utilizing standard web technologies. The merit of utilizing standard web technologies is that there are no special softwares installed in the tablets, beforehand the collaborative group work. Especially, WebSocket[7] is one of the key technologies of modern web application. Using WebSocket technology, a web server can send messages to the client connected at any time. The message can update the screen of the client. Also, the clients can send messages to the server for updating the shared model, as usual web requests, depending on the participants operations. Therefore, it
is suitable for realizing real-time communication and collaboration[8] even with multiple tablet devices. By combining multiple tablets, the participants can obtain wider area of the shared workspace. The wider screen is appropriate for performing a group label work that handles multiple labels.

As a tablet, we consider a multi-touch enabled device such as iPad and Android OS tablets. The multi-touch capability is crucial for intuitive operations, especially for the group label work system. Because during KJ method, participants want to move multiple labels at a same time. Therefore, simultaneous moving of labels can improve the usability of the system.

We assume the tablet device has installed a modern web browser, such as Mobile Safari, Google Chrome, and so on. In addition, these devices should be connected with Internet, or other local network, and accessible to a central web server that organizes and manages the shared model.

There is other advantage of handling virtual digitized labels on a shared workspace. The virtual digitized labels are superior to save the locations and record the working logs. Also, layouting labels with fixed rule or alignment is easier than handling of real paper labels. The digitized labels can be exported in other digital formats such as images and PDF documents. The exported document is suitable for sharing the workspace with other persons or participants.

![Figure 1: System outline](image)

4 Implementation

We adopt Meteor[9, 10] and D3.js[11] to realize shared virtual labels and workspace of group label work especially for KJ method with heterogeneous multi-touch tablets. Figure 1 shows the outline of the proposed system. Meteor is mainly used for server-side implementation of storing/sharing virtual label model, and D3.js visualizes the representation of the label model on clients.
4.1 Meteor

Meteor is a reactive, simple, and powerful application platform based on Node.js written in Javascript. Meteor also incorporates an HTML template feature. Using the feature, the developer can describe web application with simple notations. Since MongoDB database and WebSocket technology are bundled, developers can easily implement an interactive sophisticated web site. Operations in the clients are instantaneously transferred to the server, and stored in the MongoDB database. The modification of the MongoDB database automatically updates the appearance of the client-side. Therefore, Meteor enables automatic synchronization of data among multiple clients. This is beneficial because it is not necessary for the participants to operate updating explicitly. Since the participant do not have to save or update data, they can concentrate on group label work.

4.2 D3.js

D3.js[11] is a JavaScript library that is used to draw the dynamic content on the web browser. In an ordinary graph library, all data must be managed and drawn by a program. However, in D3.js, the elements themselves displayed in the graph have data, and it is sufficient to indicate where the elements are placed in the program. Therefore, since the developer can concentrate only on how the data is expressed, complicated visualization becomes possible by D3.js.

5 Typical Scenario of group label

In this section, we describe a typical scenario of group label work with the proposed system.

5.1 Brainstorming

Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the group label work system. We reproduce labels and workspace of KJ method as a web application of Meteor.

First, participants generate ideas with brainstorming. Each participant uses one tablet to enter his/her ideas. The participant writes out the ideas with the keyboard of the tablet (see Figure 3). The idea label can be added by entering it in the red text input field on the upper side of Figure 3. After that, a label with the idea text is created and placed on the shared workspace. The label created by a participant is immediately shared among the tablets joined to the Meteor server. The participant can specify the color of the label by selecting the drop down list next to the text input field. Since the color of the text input field is changed, the participants can confirm the color of the label.

The buttons 1 to 9 on the lower side of Figure 2 are preset buttons for displaying the screen for each tablet. Figure 4 is a scene of the typical usage with nine tablets. The view of each tablet is determined by the preset button. By considering large virtual space, and each tablet displays a part of the virtual space, the participants can browse and handle many idea labels simultaneously.

Incidentally, the participants can refer the ideas of other participants by pressing a preset button corresponding to another screen. As shown in Figure 5, editing text, copying, and deleting labels can be performed with a pop-up menu.
Figure 2: Screenshot of the group label work system
Figure 3: The participant write out an idea in Brainstorming
Figure 4: Use of multiple tablet devices
Figure 5: Pop-up Menu of the label
5.2 Grouping

After the brainstorming, the participants move to the grouping phase. In the grouping phase, the participants move labels and collect labels of similar ideas as shown in Figure 2, and attach a group title with a red label. As shown in Figure 6, the participants can move the labels by touching and sliding. In this scenario, the participants utilize nine tablets. In such case, the participants gather similar ideas in a screen of tablet. When the participants move the label between tablets, they have to slide in long distance. It is not effective for casual operation. Therefore, we implemented a function of “throwing” by flicking labels. By adopting the throwing, long distance movement of labels are facilitated by the system. For the implementation of the function, we referred a paper of “throwing icon interface” by Kuno et al. [12].

![Figure 6: Moving a label by tap-and-slide operation](image)

6 Related works

There have been developed many tools and systems that can support creative thinking utilizing virtual card-based activity. KJ Editor [13], GUNGEN [14], and D-ABDUCTOR [15] were tools to support the KJ method by providing a virtual environment. These tools enable users to handle virtual cards on a conventional PC. For multiple PC environment, Yuizono et al. developed a KJ method groupware KUSANAGI[16, 17] based on a multiple PC/mouse middleware GLIA[18]. Since GLIA and KUSANAGI was implemented as a Java program, these systems were platform independent. Gugeek [19] was a web-based multiple user creativity support groupware. Gugeek also employed modern web technologies, but focused
on the support of distributed PC users. Our system mainly supports co-located sessions with multiple tablets, similar to the paper-based interface.

Kokogawa et al.[20] developed GUNGEN-PHOTO, an idea creation groupware which utilizes photos. GUNGEN-PHOTO has a collaborative workspace and a personal workspace, and there are two main functions which photo extension for effectively extracting ideas from photos and addition of comments from personal workspace. They conducted experiments on idea generation, and found that more ideas were generated when photos were used. For hardwares, GUNGEN-PHOTO employs tablets for providing personal workspace, and a shared projected screen for collaborative workspace. Our system framework utilizes tablets for both the personal and collaborative workspace seamlessly. In addition, our system framework does not require installation of any special software except a web browser.

Ito et al.[21] proposed a tabletop interaction environment that allows users to see a virtual shared workspace extended over a tabletop through the displays of tablet terminals. Physical movement of the tablet terminal intuitively determines the projection of the virtual shared workspace. They also conducted an empirical study of the effectiveness of the “tablet scrolling” interaction by comparing with “swipe-scroll.” Their proposed method requires less tablets rather than our system. However, our framework facilitates organizing a tiled large screen by introducing heterogeneous tablet devices.

7 Experiment

We conducted an experiment of collaborative group work environment. The purpose of the experiment was to compare the environment of paper-based workspace with that of tablet-based system in efficiency, effectiveness and usability.

For the proposed group label work system, nine tablets (Apple iPad 2) were used. For the conventional method, we used large paper sheet (788mm × 1085mm) and paper label (38mm×63mm).

The following descriptions are about the common conditions. For each group work session, three participants formed a group. We asked twelve participants in total. Therefore we gathered four groups.

We prepared two themes of group label work, and performed experiments with combinations of themes and methods as shown in Table 1. The theme 1 was “How to relieve negative feelings,” and the theme 2 was “How to make a good presentation.” A participant group was asked the brainstorming phase first. After that, the participant worked in the grouping phase. The duration of each phase was 15 minutes.

The number of ideas, the number of groups of ideas, and the conversation time were acquired. We also recorded the participants with a video camera. We measured conversation time from the recorded video. After finishing the experiment of both methods, we conducted a questionnaire survey to the participants. The items of the questionnaire survey are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10. We also gathered comments from participants after the experiment through interviews.

7.1 Results

Table 2 and Table 3 show the total number of ideas and the number of groups (islands) for theme 1 and theme 2, respectively. In order to confirm the difference between the themes, we conducted a t-test at the significant level of 5% for the total number of ideas and the number of groups. The result showed that there were no significant differences between
Table 1: Combination of theme and method of experiment group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>First</th>
<th>Second</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Theme 1</td>
<td>Theme 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>Tablet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Theme 1</td>
<td>Theme 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tablet</td>
<td>Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Theme 2</td>
<td>Theme 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paper</td>
<td>Tablet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Theme 2</td>
<td>Theme 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tablet</td>
<td>Paper</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: A scene of experiment (grouping phase with tablets)

the themes \((t(3) = 2.76, p = .175)\). Therefore, we can proceed the further discussion without the affect of the themes.

Regarding the method, we conducted a t-test for the total numbers of ideas generated at the significant level of 5% for Table 4. However, the result showed that there was no significant difference between the method \((t(3) = 2.45, p = .081)\).

Figure 8 shows the conversation time during the experiment. Regarding the method, we conducted a t-test for the conversation times. However, the result showed that there was no significant difference between the method in the brainstorming phase \((t(3) = −0.71, p = .785)\) and the grouping phase \((t(3) = −0.69, p = .633)\).
Table 2: Number of total ideas and groups at theme 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Total number of ideas</th>
<th>Number of groups (islands)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A (paper)</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D (paper)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B (tablet)</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (tablet)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Number of total ideas and groups at theme 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Total number of ideas</th>
<th>Number of groups (islands)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B (paper)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (paper)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A (tablet)</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D (tablet)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Total number of ideas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Tablet</th>
<th>Paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: Conversation time (minutes)
7.2 Questionnaire survey

After each experiment of tablet-based proposal method and paper-based conventional method, participants were asked to answer the questionnaire. Figure 9 and Figure 10 show summaries of the questionnaire result. Regarding the summaries, the participants felt difficulty and stress in moving labels on tablets in the grouping phase. By easing the long distance movement, we introduced the throwing by flicking. However, the operation required some techniques, such as holding labels longer time before throwing, and appropriate flicking speed was necessary for expected throwing distance. Due to the less intuitive operation, some participant felt difficulty and stress.

![Figure 9: Ease to use during Brainstorming](image)

![Figure 10: Ease to use during Grouping](image)

7.3 Discussions

Regarding the results of the statistics test of the experiments, no significant differences were found. Therefore, we consider that the methods could be chosen by the merits and
the demerits. For the paper method, fixing labels on the large paper sheet by a glue is troublesome. Also awful handwriting might reduce the effectiveness of sharing ideas during the grouping phase. For the tablet method, the typed text improves the readability of the label text. However, in this implementation, drawing a figure cannot be supported. We will enhance the system to treat handwritten drawing and pictures.

From the interview, we confirmed the positive point of the tablet method. One participant mentioned that it is better for multiple tablets interact with others, and ideas are instantly shared. The instant sharing of ideas could reduce the overlap of the ideas between participants. During the experiment, the number of overlap ideas in the paper-based method seemed larger than that of the tablet-based method. This could be affected by the promotion level of the idea sharing. The overlap itself is not a critical issue to be avoided. In order to generate various ideas in a short time, we have to consider the control of idea sharing.

8 Conclusion and Future work

In this paper, we have proposed and implemented a group label work system using multiple tablets, and evaluate the system. In the experiment, we asked participants to perform group label work by both proposed method using tablet and conventional method using paper. Regarding the number of the ideas generated by the participants, t-test revealed that no significant difference was found for the methods. Therefore, the proposed method can be an alternative for the paper-based method.

From the participants’ comments through interview, we could obtain a positive feeling in the instant sharing of ideas by multiple tablets. This means that the validity of the proposed approach that realizes real-time updating of idea labels with standard web technologies was confirmed. However, we also received several issues to be improved for further development as the comments. We should improve the editing functions as well as the usability of the system.
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